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Zenit St. Petersburg's Hulk celebrates after scoring a goal during the Europa League round of 32 second
leg soccer match against PSV Eindhoven at the Petrovsky stadium in St. Petersburg on Feb. 26, 2015.

Torpedo Moscow must play two home matches behind closed doors because of the racist
abuse aimed at Zenit St. Petersburg forward Hulk in Sunday's Premier League match.

"Due to the offensive racial behavior of the Torpedo fans towards Hulk we have fined the club
300,000 rubles ($4,900) and they will have to play two home league matches behind closed
doors," Russian Football Union disciplinary committee chief Artur Grigoryants told reporters
on Wednesday.

"If there is a repeat of this racial abuse there will be an even stronger punishment next time."

Brazil international Hulk, 28, scored the only goal for leaders Zenit in their 1-1 draw at fifth
from bottom Torpedo.

It is not the first time this season that Torpedo supporters have been punished for offensive



behavior.

The club were sanctioned in September for racist chants directed at Dynamo Moscow's
Christopher Samba, playing one match with part of their stadium closed.

Torpedo supporters were also found guilty in November of aiming monkey chants at Rostov's
black players resulting in the club having to play three home fixtures with part of the stadium
closed.

Earlier Wednesday, Premier League president Sergei Pryadkin vowed to hit offenders hard.

"This is not the main problem facing us but racism certainly is a problem," said Pryadkin.

"In some countries where football is very well developed this problem occurs and racism
happens every week. Even in England it is a problem.

"We will take responsibility for what has happened. Together with the Russian Football Union
and the Sports Ministry we will work to cut out this problem," added Pryadkin.

"We have a lot of different nationalities in our country, no other country in the world has as
many, but every club unfortunately has its undesirable elements. Only tough measures will
help to overcome the problem of racism."
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